
TRAIL ASSESSMENT FORM 

 
Doc. #  Trail Name  Squamaug Notch  

Path 
Trail Type: M Condition Good  

  

Route: From Chickatawbut Road parking area just east of  the overlook to Marker 

3163  

Recent Weather: Overcast, no precipitation past 7 days 

TRAIL 

LANDMARKS 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trail begins at Chickatawbut Road parking area just east of the overlook, at 

a firegate, marker 3104. ‘No bicycles’ placard on tree. Trail starts out very 

wide (@12’). 

200 yds. trail right not well-defined  

241 yds. stone culvert, stone surround, R to L, needs cleaning and removal 

of large stone in outflow ditch, stream running thru it  

241 yds. trail turns right at marker 3131, and becomes narrower (@6’) (1) 

337 yds. foot path on R not on map. At this point, also, the trail flattens and 

slight depression where water is puddling 

348 trail passes through fence into reservoir area 

526 yds. marker 3144 crossing Skyline at Reservation fence, trail heads 

downhill from here 

.57 mi. grade reversal with wooden waterbar and stone enhanced, L to R, all 

set 

.57 mi. grade reversal with stone 10 yds. past structure above, L to R, all set 

.58 mi. series of three telephone pole waterbreaks 

.62 mi. series of eight telephone pole waterbreaks within 50 yd. stretch 

.65 mi. grade reversal with stone, R to L, all set 

.68 mi. grade reversal with stone, R to L, all set 

.69 mi. marker 3143 trail intersection with Wompatuck and Curve Trails. 

Squamaug Notch bears L at the ‘triangle’ of trees.  

.90 mi. marker 3160 intersection with Wampatuck Path 

1.06 mi. marker 3163 at the end of Bouncing Brook Path. 

 

Note: Previous assessment was updated to reflect correction of end of trail 

to marker 3163 instead of Romari Trail 

 

MINOR & 

MAJOR 

PROBLEM 

AREAS 

(1) Inflow and outflow areas need to be cleaned and large rock removed 

from outflow which is restricting flow 

 

DISTANCES TO 

MAJOR 

INTERSECTIONS 

 Chickatawbut Rd Marker 3104 to Marker 3131  -  241 yds. 

 Chickatawbut Rd Marker 3104 to Skyline Marker 3144  -  526 yds. 

 Chickatawbut Rd Marker 3104 to Curve Path Marker  3143  -  .69 

miles 

 Chickatawbut Rd Marker 3104 to Wampatuck Path Marker 3160  -  

.90 miles 

 Chickatawbut Rd Marker 3104 to Bouncing Brook Path Marker 

3163  -  1.06 miles 

 

Report prepared by: Bob Flagg Assessment date: 01/09/16 

 

 


